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We propose a novel origin of magnetic anisotropy to explain the unusual magnetic behaviors of layered
ferromagnetic Cr compounds (3d3) wherein the anisotropy field varies from ≲0.01 to ∼3 T on changing
the ligand atom in a common hexagonal structure. The effect of the ligand p orbital spin-orbit (LS)
coupling on the magnetic anisotropy is explored by using four-site full multiplet cluster model calculations
for energies involving the superexchange interaction at different spin axes. Our calculation shows that the
anisotropy energy, which is the energy difference for different spin axes, is strongly affected not only by the
LS coupling strength but also by the degree of p-d covalency in the layered geometry. This anisotropy
energy involving the superexchange appears to dominate the magnetic anisotropy and even explains the
giant magnetic anisotropy as large as 3 T observed in CrI3.
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Quantum fluctuation becomes more effective in low-
dimensional magnetic systems and often realizes exotic
quantum ground states such as the spin-1 Haldane gap state
in one dimension (1D) chain systems [1,2] and the spin
liquid state with anyonic excitation in 2D layered Kitaev
systems [3–5], differently from the ordinary ferromagnetic
or antiferromagnetic ordered ground state. The Mermin-
Wagner theorem even tells us that no long-range order can
persist in the 2D Heisenberg magnetic system due to the
strong spin fluctuation [6]. Meanwhile, the magnetically
ordered ground state has been observable in several 2D-like
layered systems and attributed to an imperfection of the
two-dimensionality caused by nonvanishing interlayer
coupling in real materials [7–11].
Recently, true 2D ferromagnetism has been realized in

single-layer CrI3 [12] and also in Cr2Ge2Te6 pristine
double layers [13]. Considering the Cr3þ (t32g;

4A2) ionic
state with minimal orbital angular momentum (L ≃ 0),
these discoveries are surprising, since the magnetocrystal-
line anisotropy (ξL · S) is sufficiently small for the system
to be considered as a near-Heisenberg magnetic system. On
the other hand, bulk CrI3 has been observed to exhibit giant
magnetic anisotropy energy. This strong anisotropy is
speculated to suppress the spin fluctuation significantly
to realize ferromagnetism even in a true 2D system [12,13].
However, the presence of giant magnetic anisotropy itself

in Cr compounds with L ≃ 0 contradicts current explan-
ations on the magnetic anisotropy, and its origin has been
puzzling.
CrX3 (X ¼ Cl, Br, and I) and CrYTe3 (Y ¼ Ge and Si)

are commonly crystallized in the R3̄ rhombohedral struc-
ture [14–19]. Figure 1(a) shows the 2D atomic arrays of

FIG. 1. (a) Top views of CrI3 (left) and CrGeTe3 (right) layers.
Cr, I, Ge, and Te are represented by blue, purple, red, and yellow
spheres, respectively. (b) M-H curves corresponding to Hkc and
Hkab and (c) M-T curves measured on CrGeTe3. Field cooling
(FC) was processed under H ¼ 0.5 T.
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CrI3 and CrGeTe3 as representatives of both systems. Both
structures are the so-called 1T AB2 layered structure, in
which one out of three A sites is empty (CrX3) or replaced
with a Ge or Si dimer (CrYTe3). The trigonal distortion of
CrX6 octahedra is minimal in CrX3, while the inserted
dimer in CrYTe3 considerably elongates the CrTe6 octahe-
dron along the trigonal (hexagonal) c axis.
These Cr compounds are all magnetic insulators with a

local magnetic moment near 3μB=Cr, of which the intra-
layer interaction is ferromagnetic [14,19–24], as expected
in the Goodenough-Kanamori rule for the 90° superex-
change hopping path [25–27]. The interlayer coupling is
ferromagnetic except in the case of CrCl3, in which it is
antiferromagnetic but sufficiently weak for the ordering to
become ferromagnetic even under a small magnetic field
(<0.01 T) [18,22]. Such a minimal interlayer interaction
was also reported in inelastic neutron scattering and critical
exponent analysis studies on other layered Cr compounds
such as CrBr3 and CrYTe3 [28–31]. These layered ferro-
magnets, including CrCl3, commonly exhibit a soft
magnet behavior of a linear M-H curve before saturation
with either zero or a minimal (<0.01 T) coercive field
[18–22,29,32] and zero deviation in the field cooling in the
M-T curve, as shown in Figs. 1(b) and 1(c) for CrGeTe3 as
an example, respectively. Similar magnet behaviors were
also reported in other quasi-2D ferromagnets such as
Fe3GeTe2 and K2CuF4 [33,34].
In addition to the soft magnet behaviors, we can also

observe a large difference in the saturation magnetic field
for Hkc (HS

c) and Hkab (HS
ab), as shown in Fig. 1(b).

Remarkably, the anisotropy field ΔHS ¼ HS
c −HS

ab varies
from ≲0.01 T (CrCl3) to ∼3 T (CrI3) on changing only the
ligand environment (see Table S1 in Supplemental
Material [35]). This large variation contradicts the general
explanation with two leading terms of the single-ion
(magnetocrystalline) and shape (dipole-dipole) magnetic
anisotropies, which are too small to explain the variation.
The single-ion anisotropy originates from anisotropy in L,
mostly quenched in the Cr3þ t32g (

4A2;4S) compounds, with
the energy ΔELS ¼ −ξΔLS=4. The Cr 3d LS coupling
energy ξL · S partially admixes the t2g and eg orbitals to
restore small values of L ∼ 2ξ=10 Dq ≃ 0.06 for ξðCr3dÞ ≃
30 meV and 10 Dq ∼ 1 eV. Indeed, we obtained L ∼ 0.05
and one or 2 orders of magnitude smaller ΔL values in both
the Cr L2;3-edge x-ray magnetic circular dichroism
(XMCD) measurements and the theoretical cluster model
calculations [35]. The resulting ΔELS is ∼0.04 meV
(∼0.2 T) for CrGeTe3 and ∼0.004 meV (∼0.02 T) for
CrI3. The shape anisotropy commonly favors the in-plane
easy axis in the layered materials. The magnitude is roughly
ΔEdipole ≃ μ0m2=4πr3 ∼ 0.02 meV (∼0.1 T).
Figure 2 displays the magnetic anisotropy energy

ΔEK ¼ 3μBΔHS at a low temperature as a function of
the ligand p spin-orbit coupling strength ξp. Interestingly,
jΔHSj greatly increases with an increase in ξp except

for CrGeTe3, thus implying that significant magnetic
anisotropy is additionally contributed by the ligand p
electrons. Indeed, a recent first principles band calculation
study on CrI3 suggested the role of I 5p spin-orbit coupling
to explain the giant magnetic anisotropy [41]. One may
suspect a possible contribution of the single-ion anisotropy
via the ligand p state, which is also spin polarized through
hybridization with the Cr 3d state. However, the ligand p
single-ion anisotropy turns out to be negligible in the I
M4;5-edge (I 3d → 5p) XMCD study on CrI3 with the
largest ξp value of 0.63 eV (see Fig. S3 in Supplemental
Material [35]).
Another possibility to consider could be a magnetic

anisotropy term contributed by ξp through Cr 3d-ligand
p-Cr 3d superexchange hopping in the near 90° bonding
angle networks. The large ξp splits the ligand p state into
the total angular momentum j3=2 and j1=2 states. As an
example, let us consider the Cr dyz-ligand pj1=2-Cr d3x2−r2
superexchange electron hopping channel for two different
spin axes,Mkŷ andMkẑ, as depicted in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b),
respectively. Here, jj ¼ 1=2; mj ¼ −1=2i was chosen for
the ligand pj1=2 on purpose (the hopping actually vanishes
for j1=2;þ1=2i). This j1=2 state is an admixed state in
both spin and orbital states and is represented as ðpx;þσz −
ipy;þσz − pz;−σzÞ=

ffiffiffi

3
p

in the conventional ẑ-spin axis, i.e.,
Mkẑ. However, when the spin axis changes to the ŷ axis,
the j1=2 state becomes ðpz;þσy − ipx;þσy − py;−σyÞ=

ffiffiffi

3
p

.
Here, �σy and �σz denote the up and down spin along
the ŷ- and ẑ-spin axes, respectively.
The hopping channel is represented by consecutive

electron hoppings of the ligand p to 3d in one Cr site
through ligand pðj1=2Þ-Cr eg (d3x2−r2) hybridization and t2g
in the other Cr site to ligand p (j1=2) through dyz-j1=2
hybridization. We note that the orbital-geometry symmetry
allows only the px-d3x2−r2 (pdσ) and dyz-pz (pdπ) hybrid-
izations. Considering that the hybridization is spin inde-
pendent, dyz-pz hybridization vanishes forMkẑ due to their
different spin states, þσz and −σz, respectively. As a result,

FIG. 2. Anisotropy fields ΔHS and magnetic anisotropy en-
ergies ΔEK of various layered Cr compounds, CrCl3 [18,22],
CrBr3 [21], CrI3 [19], CrGeTe3 [29], and CrSiTe3 [32], as a
function of the ligand p spin-orbit coupling strength ξp.
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superexchange hopping is allowed only for the spin axis
Mkŷ though nonvanishing px;þσy-d3x2−r2;þσy

and dyz;þσy −
pz;þσy hybridizations. Therefore, this superexchange hop-
ping path contributes a magnetic anisotropy term favoring
Mkŷ (in plane). The magnetic anisotropy contribution
varies with the hopping channel, and the net magnetic
anisotropy, the so-called magnetic exchange anisotropy,
can be determined by summing the contributions for
all possible Cr t2g, ligand p, Cr eg orbital combination
channels of the superexchange hopping.
In layered Cr compounds, two equivalent ligands exist

between two neighboring Cr sites with a near 90° bonding
angle. Thus, we performed full multiplet cluster calcula-
tions for a four-site ansatz in the edge-shared plane
consisting of two Cr and two ligand sites [Fig. 3(c)] to
quantify the magnetic exchange anisotropy. In the calcu-
lation, we took into account the full atomic multiplets as
well as all configurations up to charge transferred three-
hole states at the ligand sites (see Supplemental Material,
Sec. III [35], for details). In the layered Cr compounds, the
edge-shared (xy) plane has an off-angle θ from the crystal c
axis as shown in Fig. 3(d). Angle θ in the crystal structure,
which slightly deviates from θOh

≃ 35.3° by the degree of

trigonal distortion, is utilized for the determination of the
net magnetic exchange anisotropy ΔEME ¼ Ec

ME − Eab
ME,

which vanishes at the deviation angle δθ ¼ θOh
− θ ¼ 0.

Figure 4 displays the calculated ΔEME as a function of
(a) ξp for different δθ values and of (b) ligand p to Cr 3d
charge transfer energy Δ for different ξp values. Here, the
number (z ¼ 3) of equivalent neighboring Cr sites is taken
into account. Parameter values such as the 3d on-site
Coulomb energy Udd and the hybridization strengths
pdσ=pdπ are taken from the cluster model analyses of
the Cr L2;3-edge XAS/XMCD results of CrI3 (see Table S2
in Supplemental Material [35]). Since ΔEME basically
originates from the spin-axis-dependent superexchange
hopping in the hexagonal structure, its magnitude is mainly
determined by three factors: the degree of spin state mixing
involving ξp, the superexchange energy scale varying with
Δ, and the geometry factor in the exchange anisotropy in
the hexagonal structure [see Fig. 3(d)] represented with δθ
driven by the trigonal distortion, resulting in a power
law form of ΔEME ∝ ðξpÞαðδθÞβ=ðΔÞγ . Indeed, the full
calculation results turn out to be suitably represented by
this form with α ≃ 1.7, β ≃ 1, and γ ¼ 1.5–1.9 (see
Supplemental Material, Sec. IV [35]). For a given Δ value,
ΔEME increases with ξp and reaches up to 0.9 meV for
ξp ¼ 700 meV and δθ ¼ 3°. This means that ΔEME is
sufficiently large to explain the largest anisotropy energy

FIG. 3. Cr dyz-L pj1=2 -Cr d3x2−r2 superexchange for (a) Mkŷ
and (b)Mkẑ. The spin states are indicated by red (þσy;z) and blue
(−σy;z) colors. (c) Two equivalent 90° superexchange paths
through ligands (L1 and L2) between two adjacent Cr atoms.
(d) Cr-L-Cr local network (red dashed line) in the crystal
coordinates (a and c).

FIG. 4. Four-site full multiplet cluster model calculation results
forΔEME as functions of (a) ξp for various δθ values atΔ ¼ 1 eV
and of (b) Δ for various ξp values at δθ ¼ 2°.
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ΔEK ∼ 0.5 meV required for CrI3 (see Fig. 2), which has
ξp ¼ 630 meV and δθ ≃ 2°. Indeed, the observed magnetic
anisotropy ΔEexp

K agrees closely with the estimated ΔEME
with reasonable Δ for CrX3 and CrSiTe3 with different
ligands after correction δEK ¼ ΔELS þ ΔEdipole of the
single-ion and shape anisotropy contributions estimated
from the XMCD and numerical magnetic dipole energy
analyses, as summarized in Table I. The correction is
somewhat large in CrYTe3 by its sizable ΔELS
(∼0.04 meV) resulting from the greatly elongated CrTe6
octahedron due to the inserted A-site dimer.
Despite the fact that CrGeTe3 has the same Te ligands as

CrSiTe3, its ΔEK is reduced significantly from that of
CrSiTe3, thus indicating that the A-site dimer considerably
affects the electronic structure of the Te 5p states. In fact,
the Ge or Si dimer forms a strong covalent bond with Te to
split the Te 5p band into the bonding (occupied) and
antibonding (unoccupied) states. As a result, the ordinary
Te 5p to Cr 3d charge transfer energy Δ effectively
increases, and a new charge transfer from Cr 3d to the
unoccupied Te 5p is introduced. Figure 5 presents the

density of states (DOS) of the Te 5p orbital states for
CrGeTe3 and CrSiTe3 obtained from the wannierized band
structure calculations in the absence of Cr 3d-Te 5p
hybridization [35], which is explicitly taken into account
in the cluster model calculations. As can be seen in the
figure, the occupied Te 5p states are nearly the same in
energy for these compounds, while a significant energy
difference appears for the unoccupied states. The Cr 3d to
the unoccupied Te 5p charge transfer energyΔ0 of CrGeTe3
is estimated to be smaller by 0.7 eV than that of CrSiTe3
through weighted averaging. This new charge transfer
opens additional Cr 3d-unoccupied Te 5p-Cr 3d super-
exchange channels and contributes an additional magnetic
exchange anisotropy, which significantly reduces the mag-
netic anisotropy ΔEK in CrGeTe3 as can be inferred from
Table I.
We have thus far demonstrated that the additional

magnetic exchange anisotropy, induced by the ligand p
spin-orbit coupling through the superexchange mechanism,
suitably explains the large variation in the magnetic
anisotropy energy of layered Cr compounds and is also
responsible for the giant magnetic anisotropy observed in
CrI3 and CrSiTe3. The magnetic exchange anisotropy
introduces anisotropy in the spin-spin exchange interaction,
thus resulting in an anisotropic Heisenberg spin
Hamiltonian of the form

H ¼ JxxðS1xS2x þ S1yS2yÞ þ JzzS1zS2z ; ð1Þ

which leads to the predicted realization of the ferromag-
netic ground state in the 2D spin system [42], as observed
in these compounds with L ≃ 0. Our results indicate that
the magnetic exchange anisotropy can significantly con-
tribute to the magnetic anisotropy for magnetic systems
with large ligand spin-orbit coupling to realize true 2D
ferromagnetism, and they also suggest a new approach to
search giant magnetic anisotropy materials for potential
applications to spintronic devices.
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